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The damping of turbulent motion in an Incompressible fluid in a magnetic 
field neglecting nonlinear effects was considered by Lehnert Cl] (see also 
C23). The damping of turbulence for small magnetic Reynolds numbers was 
studied in [ 33. However, the analysis made In [l and 21 Is incomplete. In 
fact, as will be shown herein, the particular case of an Initial perturbation 
was examined in [l]. The asymptotic behavior of the obtained solutions with 
time Is not investigated In [l to 33. 

Let us write the linearized equations of magnetohydrodynamics for the 
motion of an Incompressible conducting fluid in a magnetic field 

Here I& Is the mean magnetic field, h the fluctuating field, u and 
v the conductivity and kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 

It has been taken Into account In the equations for the velocity that in 
the case under consideration 

H= 

-gyp+* ( ) =o 
where p Is the fluid pressure.- 

Let us introduce the notation 

Q1 = g (Vj ), Qp = v4% hop (Vihj’ - hivj’ >, Q, = & (hihi> 

Here the unprlmed quantities are taken at the point x , and the primed 
quantities at the point Xl= X + 0 ; the averaging Is over all space. Let 
us also Introduce nondimensional variables 

The.mean quantities Q depend only on the difference p - x'- x . Let 
us consider the vector Aa to be directed along rl. Then, as in [l], we 
obtain the following system for Q, from Equations (1): 
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( a -_ 
az 2fW2)Q~= 2, aQ2 (& 2v2)Qsvx 

- - (if RYVZl Qa =2 & (QI - Qa), 
45LGV 

R=F 

Hence, we obtain the system of equations 

-g + ZRkP) 41= ik$l& 
i 
& + ZkS) clfs = - if@.& 

i 
a 

az + (if R) kt) Cp, = 2ik1 (@I - @a) 

for the Fourier transform 

0, (k) = (&-)” s Q, (r) eikr dr 

The system (2) has a solution for arbitrary initial values of #$ at 1-O. 
Its solution, obtained by Lehnert (in finding the solution it was conslsered 
that the desired functions have a time dependence of the form em'), has the 
property that the initial values of the functions Q, are expressed in terms 
of the initial values of one of them, i.e. it Is not general. 
Initial values of the functions Qm (in particular, 

Evidently the 
the lnltlal values of 

the kinetic and magnetic energies) may be arbitrary. The solution of the 
system (2) for arbitrary initial values is 

f(~ + 2Rka) epa7 - (PI+ 2Rk*)ePlT I+ 

+-Fe= I 

m-+ 2Rk’ 
kS(R-I)- 2 ,Pt _ P2+ye-Br 1 _ 

2k$(@1° + a>,“) ear 

P2 [ 

1 + (pi + 2Rk2) e@ + (pz + 2Rka) eABs 

2 (PI + 2k2) 2 (PZ + 2k2) 1 
(PI, a = - k* (1 + R) f l/k4 (R - i)a - 4k$ = a f B) (3) 

Let us investigate the solution in two particular cases: for A = 1 and 
19-m. From (3) we obtain for R - 1 

CD, = [alo cos 2k,z -b l/.$Dzo sin 2k,z -!- 

-i- l/z ((PI0 i- (Da’) (1 - cos 24x)] exp (- 2k*%) 

CD‘&= [i(cDD1o- @,O) sin 2k,z -t- CD," cos 24x1 exp (- 2k"T) 

QD, = ]'iz (@I" + @so) -t Yz (@," - at,*) cos 2k,z-l/,i@,” sin Zk,z] exp (--2k%) (4) 

Let us turn from the Fourier transforms 
selves. If the system (4) is written as 

@‘a to the functions Q& them- 

‘Da = tap OS’,go 

then the transformation to the functions Q, will be accomplished by means 
of Formula 
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Q, 0-s 

The Integrals 

Qp (8, 0) 9 y fa8 W e”k(g-r)dk 
-03 -co 

(51 

in (5) are taken in the principal-value sense. They reduce to three funda- 
mental integrals 

m 

exp (- 2kzZ + ikp) cos 2klz dk = 

co 

I, = i 
c 

sin 2kl% exp (- %k% + ikp) dk = 
. 

13 = r exp (- Zkzt + ikpf dk = (-$-)” exp (- q?) 

-m 

Investigating the asymptotic behavior of the functions Q, as T.+ m It 
Is necessary to take Into account that 

00 

s 
Q, IL t) 4 = 0 

-co 
because of the condition of solenoidality of the considered tensors. FOI- 

However, the first member In 1, vanishes upon integration with respect 
to .% in 151, and It is necessary to take account only of the second member 
Inestimating the asymptotic of Q, . Therefore, the members with cos 2k,~ 
and sin 2k T yield exponentially decreasing Integrals, and the remaining 
terms in (4) yield contrlbutlons, decreasing as t-'I*, to the Integrals. 
The correlations between the velocity and the magnetic field decrease expo- 
nentially, and besides, the contribution of Qs(r,O) to Q1(r,? 
also drops exponentially. 1 

and Qn(r,z) 
Hence, for I) I 1 when the magnet c and kinetic 

viscosities are equal, the correlations between the velocity and the magnetic 
field decrease more rapidly than the other correlations; hence,.the magnetic 
and kinetic energies drop asymptotically as t-*:2_, It is interesting that 
as 7-w 

q Z “le (‘I),” + Q),“) exp (- WT), “I), =I (I), 

I.e. the kinetic and magnetic energies decrease identically, albeit with an 
amplitude proportional to the arithmetic mean of the initial values of the 
magnetic and kinetic energies. 

For R - 01) we separate the domain k@I/R out of k-space. In the 
domain k > 1 / R we can represent p, and p2 approximately by means of 
Expressions 

Pl q 
- w - 2/s,2 / PW, p? L- - WR -I- 2k,? / kZR 

and, b 
tem (3 T 

retaining the fundamental terms of the expression, to write the sys- 
as 
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Let us consider the condition R>T~ 1 to be satisfied. Then the con- 
tribution of the portion of k-space outside the domain ,+> 1 JR tends to 
zero as R + 0~ and, upon. transforming to the functions Q themselves, the 
a ropriate Integration may be extended over all k’space.” As follows from 
(8, the fundamental contribution to all the correlations Is yielded by the 
initial correlations between the magnetic field components. Namely, the mag- 
netic energy is predominant in the last stage of damping of the turbulence. 
The kinetic energy is on the order of l/R= relative to the magnetic energy, 
and the correlation between the magnetic field and the velocity is on the 
order of l/R Ihe magnetic energy decreases asymptotically as t-‘f* just 
as dpes the correlation between the velocity and the magnetic field. ‘m fact, 
the appropriate Integrals for Q3 In (5) may be reduced to an integral of 
the type 

dqk sin kz sin 0 exp (- 2k%) = 

dq cos kz exp (- 2k%) sin 0 

0 0 0 

with the asymptotic CTz. However, the asymptotic value of the magnetic 
energy does not contain the factor l/R and therefore, It has the greatest 
order of magnitude in the final stage of’damping of turbulence in an ideally 
conducting Fluid. 

The damping of turbulaence in a weakly conducting 
Reynolds numbers was considered in [3], where it has 
energy spectral density decreases as 

fluid at low magnetic 
been found that the 

exp 

Fluctuations of the electric field were not taken 
paper. However, It can be shown that taking account 
does not change the obtained results. Indeed, from the magnetohydrodynamic 
equations for a weakly conducting fluid 

Into account In that 
of these fluctuations 

hi 1 aP [j x HoL @Vi 

at= -- 

P “i -+pc ~ -i-y axa2 

div j = 0, div v = 0 

(here p is the electric potential, I& the external field), we obtain the 
equations for the correlation functions 

+G$$ fh,5iQ,i+ 

"Qij 
+ h,hjQi, -2Qij) + 2~ ar,t 

aQij aQi: 
___ =ari=” arj 

Qij = Ql = (vivj), Li = <y’>, li = (‘!)- JI, = (Uv;), mi = (17”“~) 
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Transforming to the Fourier representation and eliminating the pressure 
and potential correlations, we have just as in [3] 

(2) 
Expression (7) follows from (1) If the term ahi/at Is neglected. From 
we then obtain 

a@1 kP 
at=- 2(Rkz + (1 + R) kr + kl*/k’ ) (8) 

Large values of k and small values of I) correspond to low magnetic 
Reynolds number's. In this approximation (7) and (8) agree. Integrating (7) 
and transforming to QI, we obtain 

Ql(r, t) =($)” y Ql(g, O)dg r exp [-2(vka i-%)‘-I-‘k(B-r)]dk (9) 
-03 -co 

The second Integral in (9) may be transformed as follows: 

o3cxJoo 

8 5 i 5 exp [- 2 (VU + ks) t] fi cos k,p,dkl dkrdkJ = 
0 0 0 a=1 

=fdk ‘IsfdOVfdq i exp (- Lvk% - 2pcz$e +if,)k*sino= 

a=1 

dtpsinBi F(%, f, 
2pc’t cos’ 8 

- aH$ (IO) 
a=1 

Here F is the degenerate hypergeometrlc function 

F (a, 3, z) = 1 -t $ -& + 
a(a+i) za 
B($fi) -+ *mm 9 P=E-r 

and the f&&Ions f, are Independent of time. 

Let us expand the function F In a series and let us limit ourselves to 
the first two terms as t - = . The first member of the expansion vanishes 
upon Integration with respect to 8 because of the solenoldallty of & , 
and the second yields the damping law Q1- tm3. Let us note that taking 
account of the pressure fluctuations yields a power law of correlation dam- 
ping, and not an exponential law. As In conventional hydrodynamics [4], the 
asymptotic law of the degeneration of turbulence In a weakly 
fluid turns out to be universal (Independent of the Initial 

The author Is grateful to A.A.Vedenov for discussing the research. 
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